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About This Game

Think twice before you shoot while chasing these wild numbers!

Achieve the target numbers before the other players, by using your Brain and Math!
Addition, Multiplication, Subtraction and Division are your tools, all controlled at the touch of a button, from your gun!

Test your mind and your reflexes against people from all over the world!
Can be enjoyed by all ages!

Features:

 Hunt wild Numbers by using guns that can Add, Multiply, Subtract and Divide, and chase the target scores!

 Full Arithmetic workout, buff up your brain! You will be amazed at how drastically your math skills will increase!
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 Unlock the Pluzooka, Double Barrel, Divider and the Negative Charge by gathering Power Balls.

 Get as many targets as you can to earn top positions on Leader Boards!

 Play matches with other Players in beautiful levels.

 Unlock crazy Achievements!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Number Hunt
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PaleBlue XYZ
Publisher:
PaleBlue XYZ
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,German,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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Already a classic, really good OST.. \u0425\u0443\u0434\u0449\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u0441
\u041f\u0412\u041f \u0440\u0435\u0436\u0438\u043c\u043e\u043c. When I play this game, I feel almost like Fox Mulder if
he had been placed in the SETI program instead of the X-Files. Wonderful game, can't wait to see what the future brings!. Feels
like it needs about ten years worth of devlopment still.. Nice game If you want to chill down and relax.. maybe a bit short,
optimization could be better, but I liked it.

Would have enjoyed the possibilty to drop some s**t on people, though..
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Im actually so angry with my self for getting drunk enough to download this abomination. GIVE ME MY MONEY BACK!. you
know why you bought this. Simple but good , i really recommend that game. Potential for a great game,

The only thing holding it back is the lack of content.

DEVS ADD MORE CONTENT PLEASE

New maps (forest, parking lot - that sort of stuff)
Make the maps larger, they dont need to have more stuff they just need more room for building
More base enhancements/building blocks
Weapons have a pretty good range but more never hurt anyone
More NPC's (I know there's been more added already and its great keep up the good work!)
AI could do with a little work, especially later in the game when they just clump up into a mass and patiently wait their turn to
murderise your base

9/10 would survive another night again.. If u like cartoons adventure time action and some good gameplay a udult or kid this
game is for YOU. DONT DOWNLOAD THIS TRASH!!!. Could be good, but the controls are a bit... off. Other than that, not a
bad game.

Version 1.10i Released:
A new version has been released, this contains some UI fixes and the ability to customize your save game folder.

Version 1.10i

 Save game file location can now be changed by player

 Dungeon maps now show current dungeon, floor and tower

 Fix missing HP, MP, ATK and DEF on certain player stat screens

Version 1.10h

 Fix missing stats screen on level up

. Version 1.10 Released!:

Version 1.10 Is Live. Heros of a Broken Land Updated:
Version 1.10g is now out!

This fixes a few minor bugs and also adds the ability to upgrade Golems - simply take them to an Artificer town and you can
then re-spec them (for a cost!). This should make Golems more useful since you can now keep them leveled with your party.

You can also buy items in groups of 10 simply by holding the shift key when in the store.

Version 1.10g Changes

 Golems can now be upgraded, simply bring them to any Artificer town

 Can buy items in lots of 10 by holding shift

 Fixed issue where Gladiator recruits were not Arena Champions
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 Fix Ice slime and Earth slime text entries, also indicate which can't be stunned?

 Improve starting town placement on large worlds

. Heroes of a Broken Land version 1.8c:
So version 1.8 was released on Friday, however it introduces a few new issues. I've been releasing minor updates to fix issues as
they are discovered. Here's teh full list of fixes/changes since versioni 1.8.

Version 1.8c

 Fix Mac keyboard shortcuts not working

 Fix Heater price

 Fix back key moving twice

 Add OS to bug report

Version 1.8b

 Fix save button disabled after monster fight

 Restore dungeon movement responsiveness

Version 1.8a

 Fix issue loading games with custom difficulty settings

. Heroes of a Broken Land Version 1.9:
Version 1.9 includes a number of improvements and content. There is now a equipment screen accessable from any town. This
screen should make it easier to manage your heroes' equipment. Lizards and Adventurers can now learn how to spot secret
doors.

New worlds will now have weapon and armor stores scattered about, each holding a random selection of weapons and armor.
Inns will also be found in new worlds, where you will find Heroes awaiting recruitment and will be able to rest to heal your party
for a fee.

Full list of changes:

 Add a Equip Hero screen to manage all hero equipment (Equip icon in Town)

 Lizard and Adventurers now get a Detect Secret (doors) skill at later levels

 Add Armorsmith and Weaponsmiths to the World, selling random items (new game only)

 Add Inns to the world, recruit random heroes and rest your party, rest and heal for $$$

 Fixed trap, altar and fountain outcomes, prevent re-loading to retry (optional, new game only)

 Tweak accessory loot drop chance
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 Show weapon specialization (yellow icon & hover text) in equip screen

 Hide non-equppable items in equip screen

 Enforce unique town names

 Quick load (F9) works from combat

 Fix some quick load issues when in the world map

 Fix monster stats not resetting on new games

 Clarify class skill lists a bit

 Tweak spell filter button layout

 Handful of UI, typos and various tweaks

. New Version Released:
Version 1.7ds fixes offline mode. Enjoy!. Heroes of a Broken Land Updated!:
Version 1.10a just went live.

This adds an improved world map that allows you to easily navigate to discovered locations. The equipment screen has also been
improved, allowing you to sort your equipment by quality, attack or defense value.

Here's the full list of changes:

 Add ability to sort equipment by quality, ATK or DEF

 World auto map improvements: now zoomable and fast access to discovered locations

 Fix lizard’s Bezerk skill from displaying in skill list

 Fix monster info from staying on screen after quick load in battle

 Fix a few typos
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